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Interferometry with Two Pairs of Spin Correlated Photons
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We propose a new experiment employing two independent sources of spin correlated photon pairs.
Two photons from different unpolarized sources each pass through a polarizer to a detector. Although
their trajectories never mix or cross, they exhibit fourth-order-interference —like correlations when the
other two photons interfere on a beam splitter even when the latter two do not pass any polarizers at
all. A wave packet calculation shows that the experiment permits a very discriminatory test of hidden
variable theories.

PACS numbers: 03.65.BZ, 42.50.&m

Higher order interference effects have been much
investigated because their nonlocal nature provides a
powerful tool for testing hidden variables theories [1—15].
In recent test Ou and Mandel [7] used the polarization
correlation of signal and idler photon of down-converted
light and found a violation of Bell's inequality by about
6 standard deviations. However, their detectors were not
sufficiently efficient. The idea was extended to two-
particle interferometry in a proposal by Horne, Shimony,
and Zeilinger [11]. In another recent experiment Wang,
Zou, and Mandel [12] tested the so-called de Broglie-
Bohm pilot wave theory. The result was negative but the
setup was recognized to lack generality by Holland and
Vigier [13] and by Wang, Zou, and Mandel [14]. Thus
excluding realistic nonlocality remains a challenge [16].

In this paper we propose an experiment which should
be the first realization of the fourth-order interference
of randomly prepared independent photons correlated in
polarization and coming from independent sources. The
experiment is based on a newly discovered interference
effect of the fourth-order on a beam splitter [17]. The
essential new element of the experiment is that it puts
together systems which were not in any way infiuenced
by preparation, makes them interact, and then allows
us inferring overall polarization (spin) correlations—
from the assumed quantum mechanical description of the
unknown initial states —by simultaneous measurement of
four photons separated in space. Particular polarization
(spin) correlations, unexpectedly found between photons
which did not in any way directly interact and on
the distant pairs of which polarization has not been
measured at all, are expected to be confirmed by a future
experiment. Such experiments might eventually disprove
any realistic hidden variable theory.

A schematic representation of the experiment is shown
in Fig. 1. Two independent sources, SI and SII, both si-
multaneously emit two photons correlated in polarization
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FIG. 1. Layout of the proposed experiment.
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to the left and right. On the left photons we measure po-
larizations by the polarization filters P1 and P2 and on the
right photons by P3 and P4. Because of the beam splitter
the paths leading through P3 and P4 are available to the
right photons from both sources S& and source S((. The
resulting fourth-order interference will manifest itself in
the probability of quadruple coincidence counts in detec-
tors D 1, D2, D3, and D4.

The sources can be atoms exhibiting cascade emission.
(Down-conversion is not possible because it gives polar-
ized photons. ) The atoms of the two sources could be
pumped to an upper level by two independent lasers [9].
This level would decay be emitting two photons corre-
lated in polarization [18]. The independence of the two
sources can be assured by slight differences in central fre-
quency and drift of the two pump lasers. Hence there
should be no second-order interference at detectors D3
and D4, which could also be suppressed when the size of
the sources exceeds the coherence length of the emitted
photons. Interference of fourth order would still occur,
because its relevant coherence time is given by the inverse
of the frequency difference of the two correlated photons
[1—4].

The state of the four photons immediately after leaving
the sources is described by the product of two entangled
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states:

1
(Ii.,h Il.,&4 + Ii, &z li, &~) (1)

2
Here, I, & and I,.) denote the mutually orthogonal photon
states. So, e.g. , Il„)( means the state of photon 1 leav-
ing the source Si to the left polarized in direction x. In
the following we use the annihilation operator formal-
ism, often employed in quantum optical analysis, e.g., by
Paul [3],Mandel's group [5,6,9], and Campos, Saleh, and
Teich [10]. The operator describing the polarization at
Pl oriented along the x axis and the subsequent detec-
tion at Dl acts as follows: a(„ll,.)( = IO, )(, a(„IO„)( =
I 1,)(, a(, IO„)( = 0, etc. [3]. When P 1 is oriented at some
angle 0~, polarization and detection are represented by
a~ = a~, cos 0~ + a|,, sin 8~. The phase the photon ac-
cumulates between the source S~ and the detector D 1

.+'—
adds the factor e'"'"'t'+' "0', where cu( is the frequency
of photon 1, r~ is the path length from Si to D1 c is
the velocity of light, to is the time of emission of a
pair of photons at Si, and t~ is the time of detection
at Dl. Hence the annihilation of a photon at detector
Dl means application of the operator E( = (a(„cos 8( +

~ + 1

a(» sin 8()e'"' "'t'+'o "i onto the initial state of Eq. (1).
Similarly, detection of photon 2 at D2 means application

of E~ = {aq, cos Hq + aq, . sin Hq)e' -"-"+'(' '-', where the
symbols are defined by analogy. On the right side of the
sources, a detection at D3 can be caused by photon 3
emitted by source Si or by photon 4 emitted by source
S«. The beam splitter BS may have polarization depen-
dent transmission and reflection coefficients, denoted by
T„T,„, and R„,R,„respectively. The angle of the polar-
izer P3 is given by H~. Hence, we obtain [19]

ii
E = (a,v(T, cosH + a,, ~T,, sin 8 )e' '['"

+ i(ag,.v R„cos Hs + ag, . ~R» sin Hq)e'"'['"'

With similar arguments the interactions leading to
registration of a photon at detector D4 are given by the
operator

Eq = (a~,v T, cos Hq + aq, ~T,, sin Hq)e'"'['"" '""
+ i{aq,~R, cos H-q + aq„gR, sin Hq)e'"'['"

Here, ri and r«denote the distance from the respective
source to the beam splitter, rq denotes the distance from
the beam splitter to detector D3, tq is the time of detection
at D3, and cu& is the frequency of photon 3. The symbols
r4, t4, and ~4 are defined analogously. The evolution of
the initial state through interaction with the whole setup
including detection of one photon in each detector is then

given by

i i[Col (~+tO fi )+Et' {—+f() 1 )+Cd3( —+1'O~+CgJ4[ + 0
(

i[Cd, { —" r, (+co~( —"'—r, )] ~— ~ f[~&{—"-' —t&(+~~("~ —
4H] IO&X yT]4Tpge

where

T,, = viT, cos 8; cos 8,. + ~T»sin 8; sin 8, ,

R;, = ~R, cos 8; cos 8, + ~R,, sin 8; sin 8, . (3)

The squared modulus of this result gives the probability
of having one photon arrive in each detector as a function
of the angles of the polarizers. Note that the interference
term, which is the real part of the product of the two terms
in brackets, contains only the detection times t& and t4

at detectors D3 and D4, respectively. Hence we would

expect the fourth-order interference to occur only in the
coincidence counts of those two detectors. However,
aSSuming fOr SimpliCity ri = r«, r& = r4, co& = cu4, and
T„= T» = R,- = R,, = 1/2, we get for the coincidence
probability

P(8(, Hp, 83 84) ( PIE (E3 E3 E4E4E3E2E('I+&

=
—,6 sin (8( —Hq) sin (83 84). (4)

The correlations thus exist between the polarizations on
the right side and between those on the left side This.
means that the two photons going to the left can be forced
into a nonlocal polarization correlation although they are
emitted from two independent sources and nowhere share
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a common trajectory. Moreover, the correlation does not
depend on the frequencies of the two photons, nor is there
any condition as to the permissible time interval lt( —tel
between their detections. This can be seen in Eq. {2)
where the relevant parameters (cu(, a(z, t(, tz, r(, rz) only
enter in the overall phase factor in contrast to photons 3
and 4, which must be detected within a time interval
shorter than the beating period Ious —co4I

It is now interesting to see that the nonlocal polarization
correlation between the photons on one side persists
even when the polarizers on the other side are removed.
Without the polarizers P1 and P2 of the left side, we
have to sum over the probabilities of the four possible
orthogonal settings of these polarizers and obtain

P(~, ~, Hp, Hg) = —1 —cos (Hp
—Hg) cos (cc»3 cog)

r4 r3x +t, —t4, (&)
C

where we set r(=r(( and T, =T, =R„-=R, =1/2,
but otherwise put no restrictions on the frequencies
of the photons, the path lengths to the detectors, or
the detection times. Equation (5) expresses the kind of
nonlocal correlations from independent sources proposed
by Yurke and Stoler [20].
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On the other hand, if we remove the polarizes of the
right side, P3 and P4, we find

P

1
P(8i, 82~, ~, ) = —1 —cos (8] 82) cos (ctJ3 ccl4)

&r, —r,x +r, —r4 (6)c )
We see here explicitly, that the two photons on the left

side can show a nonlocal correlation only if the time in-
terval between detections on the right side, [t3 —

t4~, is
kept below the beating frequency of the photons on the
right side. This condition becomes trivial when we have
ctP3 co4 ~ Then the above expression suggests that there
should be a time independent nonlocal polarization corre-
lation between photons 1 and 2, although no polarization is
measured on photons 3 and 4. At first glance this appears
to be equivalent to having two independent one-particle
sources emitting unpolarized photons of different frequen-
cies, which nowhere meet before their detection, and which
yet are supposed to show nonlocal polarization correlations
that are constant in time, and we would expect no polar-
ization correlation in such a situation. But also the result
of Eq. (5) is surprising, because it is what Ou and Mandel
obtained [7,8] for the interference of the two orthogonally
polarized signal and idler beams of down-converted light,
while we are dealing with originally unpolarized beams.

In order to see whether the nonlocal correlations of
Eqs. (4) and (5) can be used to test Bell's inequality
we turn to a more realistic description by means of
wave packets. Each photon is represented by a Gaussian
amplitude distribution of energies. For the sake of
simplicity all four photons shall have the same width of
the energy distribution and thus the same coherence time
T. The probability amplitude that photon i has frequency
cu; when its central frequency is co;p is given by

TI/2
f(~;, ~;, T) = e ' "' with i = 1, . . . , 4,

where we normalized ~f;~2 to 1. The final state of
Eq. (2) must be multiplied with these four functions, and
integrations must be made over the frequencies ~;, i =
1, . . . 4. This models a photon pair as two wave packets
fully overlapping at the source at the time of emission and
then moving apart. Now Eqs. (4) and (5) turn into

F
P(~, ~, 83 84) 4 (cosh(r, r34/T )

—COS (83 84) COS[(Ca)3 &4)734]),

P(8~, 82, ~, ~) = —4(cosh(r, 734/T )
(7)

cos (8) 82) cos[(ccp3 cll4)t34]),

(8)
where we set r3 = r4 and defined r, =—tp tp and ~34 ———I II

t3 t4 We are now dealing with probability densi ti es
for a quadruple detection at time points tI, t2, t3, and t4.
The damping term F contains the detection times tI and
t2 and other experimental parameters. It expresses how

well the wave packets are centered at the various detectors
at the respective detection times. Note that in both
cases the polarization correlations persist but are reduced
in visibility, which is given by v = [2cosh(r, r34/T )—
1] ' when (cu30 ctl4Q)T34 0 For a violation of Bell' s

inequality, and hence for a possible exclusion of hidden
variable theories, v must be larger than 2 '/ implying the
product 7.347., must be less than 0.663T . However, the
time interval between the emissions at the two sources,
r„ is not a directly measurable quantity, but must be
inferred from the detection times. Therefore r, cannot
be known better than to about T. Hence r34 (& T is a
necessary requirement, which means D3 and D4 must fire
in ultrashort coincidence. In consequence most of the data
collected at D3 and D4 must be discarded, as even for
simultaneous emissions from the sources the mean value
of r34 is about +2T. This in turn precludes a test of local
hidden variable theories by means of Bell's inequality at
detectors D3 and D4, where a postselection throws away
more than 31% of the data [21]. On the other hand, the
test is possible at detectors Dl and D2 [Eq. (8)]. Again
the requirement is for ultrashort coincidence at detectors
D3 and D4 and not at D1 and D2, where there is no
upper bound on the coincidence window (t~

—t2(. In
fact, one would permit a wide coincidence window in
order to collect all data at D1 and D2 that have been
preselected by the ultrashort coincidence between D3 and
D4. This constitutes a most discriminating test of Bell' s
inequality, because no postselection of the nonlocally
correlated particles l and 2 is needed.

Let us now conclude with an attempt to understand how
the polarization correlation of the particles on the left side
can come about even when there are no polarizers on the
right side and why only the mutual angles on each side-
Eq. (4)—are relevant for the overall coincidences. The
answer lies in the beam splitter. It superimposes the states
of photons 3 and 4. The beams going to detectors D3
and D4 must therefore reflect the bosonic character of the
particles and can only be occupied in the following two
ways:

(a) Both photons in the same beam The corn.muta-
tion rules demand that the two photons, e.g., from the
beam going to D3 (assuming ri = rii, r3 = r4, and T, =
TY = R„= RY = 1/2) obey the following counterpart of
Eq. (4):

P(8), 82, 2 && 83) = ('PtE) E2E3 E3 E3E3E2E&I+)
1

cos (8 ] 83) cos (82 —83) (9)

given they have the same energy (cu3 ——cu4). When there
are no polarizers before D3 and D4, photons 1 and 2 go-
ing to the left would still have the polarization correla-
tion, but individually they would be unpolarized. For both
two-photon channels together we obtain P(8~, 82, ~, ~) =
[1 + cos'(8 —82)]/8.

(b) One photon in each beam: 1—I channel. Now
the commutation rules require that the polarizations are
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correlated as given by Eq. (4). This means we also get
the correlation between the polarizations of beams 1 and
2 as given by Eq. (6): P(H&, H2, ~, ~) = sin (H~

—H2)/8,
i.e., with the maximum in the orthogonal direction with

regard to the previous case.
Of course, the polarization correlation between pho-

tons 1 and 2 disappears if we do not detect them in co-
incidence detections on the right side, which one can see
from the fact that the sum of P(H~, Hz, ~, ~) from all the

channels is a constant.
To understand Eq. (4) let us compare it with the

standard left righ-t Bell probabilities: P(H I, Hp) =
1 1

cos (H] H3) and P(H2, H4) =
2 cos (H2

—H4). For
the angles H~ = H2 and H&

= H4 we obtain [from Eq. (4)]
P(H~, H3, H2, H4) = 0 no matter the values of H&

—
H3 and

tIt2 —84. These three probabilities clearly cannot be
satisfied simultaneously, and we can express this fact by

saying that the fourth-order interference erases informa-

tion on polarization correlation in the 1—1 channel. An

immediate consequence is that for 0& = 02 6t3 04

we can never register coincidences, and represents yet
another possibility to formulate Bell's theorem without

inequalities —the idea first developed by Greenberger,
Horne, and Zeilinger [22]. The possibility is based on

the well-known fact that the classical visibility of the

fourth-order interference is not higher than 50%.
It is interesting that although for cu3 + ~4 we can track

down the Bell left right probab-ilities in the 2-photons

beams exactly, as expected, in the 1-1 channel this is even

then not possible. The case of different energies can be
handled with frequency filters (FF in Fig. 1). The result

is then modulated with the beating period but in effect
1

we have P(H~, H2, H3 H4) 2 cos (Hf H3)cos (H2
—H4)

if we assume two polarizers and two detectors in each
two-photon beam (not shown in Fig. 1). So, a dropped

polarizer in front of one of the four detectors immediately

gives the standard left right Bell prob-ability for the other

pair. The 1-1 channel, on the other hand, responds

to the special feature of the interference of the fourth

order to "create" the polarization correlation even when

unpolarized photons interfere —see Eq. (5).
Thus, while the second-order interference erases the

path memory, the fourth-order interference erases the po-
larization correlation memory. It occurs in an analogous

way in which the fourth-order interference erases the po-
larization memory of two polarized incident photons ac-
cording to Eq. (16) of Ref. [17].
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Note added. —After one of us (M. P.) completed the

first draft of the present paper containing the full elab-

oration in the plane waves (and not containing the ul-

trashort coincidence considerations introduced later on

by the other author) we learned of Zukowski et al. [23]
in which the entanglement swapping in the configura-
tion space of down-converted polarized independent pho-
tons emerging from two nonlinear crystals was proposed
together with the appropriate experimental conditions (ul-
tracoincidence). We have also learned that such an entan
glement was first recognized by Bennett et al. [24].
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